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Nielsen, CBS complete radio-TV cross-media measurement tests.  Radio often gets shortchanged in the complex media 
mix models used by marketers to allocate millions of ad dollars.  What’s being hailed as the first ever proof of concept for 
combined local TV and radio audience measurement could help level the playing field by providing more accurate data to 
correctly value the two local media in those models. Using Nielsen’s local TV and audio panels, the company collaborated 
with CBS to demonstrate the additive power of combining audience data from the broadcaster’s local TV and radio assets. 
The goal is to build a foundation that measures combined and unduplicated reach across both media. Using October 2013 
data from five CBS markets, the tests fused Nielsen Audio’s PPM listening data with Local People Meter television data.  
Matching consumers across the two panels in each market allowed for modeling cross-platform media consumption.  In 
some cases, using local TV and radio together doubled the reach in certain markets. In the five markets measured, an 
advertiser could reach anywhere from 84% to 93% of all adults 18+ within a month by leveraging the two media together. 
Advertisers would be able to see the benefits of combining the buying of these media and dayparts together.  For instance, 
combining TV primetime and late news all week with morning drive radio on weekdays, an 
advertiser could reach 75% of adults 18-49 in Boston within four weeks. “Industry-standard 
measurement is a first step toward showing large advertisers what local advertisers already 
know — there is a lot of value to combining local television and radio in a media buy,” CBS 
chief research officer David Poltrack says.   Full results of the study will be presented at the 
NAB Show tomorrow.  Nielsen intends to open participation in the pilot across a wider group 
of clients to further strengthen cross-media selling models.
 

Digital dashboard will bring new customization challenge for radio.   The FM/AM button has been part of the dashboard 
for decades and has largely been taken for granted.  But as automakers roll out digital dashboards, drivers will be able to 
decide which services are on their home screen — similar to smartphones. “You’re going to see that type of customization 
coming down the road very quickly,” Ford’s Scott Burnell predicted yesterday at the RAIN Summit.  “As owners, you’ll be 
able to say this is what I want to listen to, this is my prime real estate, and I’m going to control it.”  As over-the-air radio 
adapts, the Consumer Electronics Association’s Mike Bergman thinks stations are overlooking an advantage. “One thing 
has already been done for them — HD Radio — and there are a lot of HD Radios rolling 
off the lot right now,” he said.  One of the biggest questions that remains unanswered is 
how the digital signal will reach the dashboard — smartphones get the job done today, but 
more carmakers are looking at deals with wireless companies that would embed modems 
in the dashboard.   The concern is where such deals with carriers could impact car sales 
among buyers who prefer a different cell carrier.  Yet for consumers, Bergman said there’s 
an upside in terms of content.   For now, Burnell said Ford will play it safe and continue 
to rely on a mobile device bringing the internet into the dashboard.  Rather than fight it, 
it’s embracing the concept by inviting app developers to tap into even more data about a 
driver and their car to tailor their features or functions to things like speed and whether 
the windshield wipers are going.  It could mean a web radio app could automatically tell a car stuck in traffic to turn to a 
specific station for a traffic report.  It’s estimated 50 million cars with digital dashboards have driven off dealer lots so far 
and the consensus among some of the biggest players in the space is by 2017 or 2018 no car will be sold without one.   
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“The OEMs are not walking, they’re in a sprint right now,” Pandora VP George Lynch said.  TuneIn VP Carl Rohling agreed, 
saying the connectivity method is the “battle” — the how, not the if.  Burnell said he’s often asked by broadcasters when 
the digital dashboard will reach critical mass, to some frustration.  “Worrying about critical mass is going to put you further 
behind — you compete by doing it now and by learning,” he said, adding, “The critical mass is now.”

Online radio gaining traction among ad buyers. The issue of which department at ad agencies is responsible for buying 
online radio hasn’t been fully resolved but there are signs that some shops are looking at radio in all its forms as  a sum 
rather than a collection of parts. “We’re finally seeing some agencies adopting a holistic planning approach where the silos 
are starting to come down,” Pandora VP Andy Lipset said during yesterday’s RAIN Summit West in Las Vegas. That’s not 
to say broadcast and digital buyers at agencies always play nice together in the online radio sandbox.  For some, a turf 
war has erupted over the medium, another indicator that the space is gaining interest among marketers. “A year or two 
ago, no one at the agency knew what to do with it but now there is squabbling between digital and radio buyers,” Triton 
Digital president of market development John Rosso said. “It’s good to be fought over a little.”  Streaming audio sales execs 
agreed that digital has rekindled interest in radio among advertisers.  “The advantage for broadcasters is that advertisers 
are paying more attention to the medium, including some that weren’t giving it that much of a look before,” Target Spot 
co-CEO Mitch Kline said.  The reason why is simple.  Online radio offers the best of both worlds: digital targetability and 
the attributes that have long made radio a desirable advertising proposition, such as imagery transfer and the suggestive 
power of sound.  And while digital radio ads are still expected to deliver click-through, the consensus among sales execs 
at RAIN was that it’s more about the power of audio itself to deliver results.  “As digital audio finds its way past laptops and 
mobile devices and into the car, you can’t click on anything in the dash and that’s why we’re pushing the power of audio,” 
Lipset said.  Though targeted audio impressions are vitally important, Spotify senior director of U.S. sales Les Hollander 
said many advertisers are looking to buy the brand and do so in “a premium environment.” 
 

Monetizing digital moves to new frontiers.   Ever since the first radio stations first began launching websites and online 
streams, the question of whether digital is making money has remained a constant.  The means to that end are increasingly 
becoming more diverse, making banner ads and audio spot insertions look primitive compared to what some stations have 
begun doing.   A prime example comes from Las Vegas, where Marketron teamed up with a local broadcaster to create a 
hyper-local mobile banner campaign for Henderson Hyundai using geo-fencing technology.   It targeted consumers using 
location-enabled devices whenever they got close to 12 spots around the market, including competing Toyota and Honda 
dealerships.  The goal was to drive traffic to the dealership.  The result was Henderson Hyundai saw a three-fold increase 
in its click-through rates compared to earlier run-of-site campaigns.  For the participating radio cluster it meant a 45% 
increase in their ad budget.   And Marketron VP Martin Kristiseter said the cluster is now billing $50,000 per month in local 
mobile revenue.  “They are not even talking about radio when they’re out pitching clients on this, they’re talking about their 
digital capabilities,” Kristiseter said during yesterday’s RAIN Summit in Las Vegas.  “We’re also seeing this pitch not coupled 
with radio to clients who have never been on radio,” he added.  But because other media outlets are already offering this 
service, he adds that many clients often are more familiar with geo-fencing campaigns than radio reps.    

Not the same old, same old in digital ad executions. The amount of radio sales that rely exclusively on digital components 
is increasing, but many broadcasters believe the real advantage remains the combination of the reach of over-the-air with 
the targetability of digital.   New technology is helping that take on new iterations.  Clip Interactive is working with radio 
stations using audio recognition technology to allow listeners to seek more information from a commercial they’ve heard 
using their smartphone.  Working with Alpha Broadcasting in Portland, OR, Clip EVP Bill Freund said they were able to 
deliver a dentist the email addresses of 1,100 potential patients.  “We can now track real leads — radio has never been 
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able to do that before,” Freund said.  For Alpha, it meant the dentist spent $50,000 with the cluster as it returned to radio 
after abandoning the medium two years ago.  A similar effort was done for a plastic surgeon generating a $28,000 radio 
buy.   “This gives broadcast radio the data, interactivity and attribution that we need to compete with digital media,” he said. 
For Cox Media Group, the focus is on ways to seamlessly weave sponsors into programming to embrace the growing 
marketer quest for so-called native advertising.  “We’re looking more at native — and not interrupting the experience,” 
director of digital audience Tim Clarke said.   That could include getting a wireless company to sponsor a song voting 
feature. The efforts could help close the gap with local TV and newspaper digital efforts, which The Media Audit president 
Phillip Beswick said are “cleaning the clocks” of radio stations. 

Study shows ‘robust’ coverage for digital-only AM.   A second round of field testing by NAB Labs and an array of industry 
players — including station owners, equipment makers and digital radio developer iBiquity — has brought promising results 
for the prospects of digital-only AM.   “What we see with all digital tests is the signal is rock solid,” NAB senior director of 
advanced engineering David Layer told the NAB Show yesterday in Las Vegas.  The latest tests were done using four 
stations, including Greater Media’s “News Talk 1110” WBT, Charlotte; Cumulus Media’s adult 
standards KTUC, Tucson (1400); and Beasley’s WNCT, Greenville-New Bern-Jacksonville, 
NC (1070); as well as iBiquity’s experimental station in Frederick, MD.   The stations shut off 
their analog stations and broadcast only in digital.  Engineers driving around the markets then 
used standard issue digital car radios to analyze how the signals performed.  The daytime 
coverage worked well, and even the more troublesome nighttime coverage was rated as “fabulous” by Layer.   “I went 
into it pretty skeptical,” Cumulus Media SVP/corporate director of engineering Gary Kline concedes.   Now his tune has 
changed, saying the audio quality was “very good” and was easily on par with FM.   “It was far better than I had imagined 
and I walked away from the test feeling pretty good about running HD only mode on AM,” Kline said.   Engineers say 
hybrid mode — broadcasting in both analog and digital — tends to suffer from signal dropout from things like bridges and 
power lines.  “In the all-digital mode there was virtually none of that,” Greater Media VP of engineering Milford Smith said.  
It was the second round of testing to involve WBT and Smith now believes signal interference is far more critical.    Kline 
said signal drop-off also remains a concern.    Layer said NAB Labs plans to do a third round of testing on four additional 
stations by year’s end to explore more of the engineering what-ifs that AMs face.  “We are also developing a test facility to 
do the kinds of laboratory-based interference tests that need to be done to understand what we’ve seen in the field,” he 
said.  The science is laying the groundwork for a policy decision in Washington.  “We want to go to the FCC at some point 
for authorization of an all-digital service,” Layer said.

Nielsen: Better measurement would open online radio spigot wider.  Online radio sales executives may feel good 
about inroads they’re making with advertisers but some are still holding back on committing to the medium until there is 
better measurement.  So said Nielsen SVP of digital Jeff Wender at yesterday’s RAIN Summit.  “Agencies have to justify 
where their investments are applied, Wender told the crowd in Las Vegas. “A lot of the feedback we have been getting 
is they are challenged to make investments because they need more and better information.”   Nielsen is working on a 
new product to measure online radio audiences but Wender offered no update on those plans.  But he argued that better 
measurement would cause more dollars to flow to the medium.  “There is an opportunity to do a lot more than is being 
done today,” he said. “It will give a lot more confidence to agencies about what digital audio can deliver and bring a lot more 
revenue to grow the pie.”   In a separate presentation, Triton Digital CEO Neal Schore noted how a wider product menu 
that now includes display and video advertising and database marketing is allowing online audio to extract more money 
from digital budgets.   “All of these allow audio to tap into digital budgets where in the past publishers have not been able 
to do that,” Schore said, adding that programmatic buying “is just starting to catch on with audio.”
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To cut through social clutter, stations urged to help listeners tell better stories.   From Facebook to Twitter, the world 
is awash in sharing. Edison Research reports more than a third of social network users (35%) have shared a song or an 
online radio station.   That’s a sizable and growing group with two-thirds of Americans 12+ now using at least one social 
network.  Edison Research VP Tom Webster says there’s good reason for radio to embrace the content spreaders: they 
typically have a larger network of friends.  The average Facebook user has 350 friends, but among those who’ve shared 
music, their network averages 542 people.  “They’re valuable to reach because they’re 
reaching more people than normal,” Webster said at the RAIN Summit yesterday in Las 
Vegas.  “They are a gateway to a larger number of consumers.” Yet Webster cautioned 
broadcasters from turning the share button into a “celestial content jukebox” or else face 
the risk of getting lost in an ocean of content now available.  “We need to think less about 
sharing and more about what curation really is,” Webster said. “If we can equip listeners to 
tell stories about the music that they’re sharing, it’s going to be very powerful.”   Tools like 
Storify and Tumblr are already helping in that effort.  Webster thinks stations also need to 
encourage people to share their content. “Contesting is a great way to motivate sharing behavior,” he suggested.  Closely 
tied to that is rewarding those who do share, something that can be done with as little an effort as saying “thank you.”  
Newly released Infinite Dial study findings reveal those who share music look a lot like social media users overall: nearly 
half are in the 18-34 demo and the tilt is toward women — 56% have shared music versus 38% among men.  Sharers are 
also more than twice as likely to check their social networks throughout the day.   Among those who do share, Edison data 
shows 56% listen to Pandora, compared to 18% for iHeartRadio and 5% who use TuneIn. 

 Quick Hits from Las Vegas —  
NAB: Milestone for FM-enabled smartphones.  “There are over one million FM mobile devices in the marketplace,” 
National Association of Broadcasters EVP/CTO Kevin Gage told the Broadcast Engineering Conference yesterday at 
the NAB Show.   While including FM in mobile devices has been an uphill climb, Gage said the public sides with radio. 
“Consumers want their content anytime, anywhere and on any device,” he said.  But Gage also pressed stations to take 
the next step and offer features like album art.  “Consumers like FM content that is graphic, interactive and immersive,” he 
told engineers.

Study: 124 million web radio listeners in 2014.   Edison Research and Triton Digital found 124 million Americans age 
12 and older listened to some form of streaming in the month prior according to the Infinite Dial survey.  It’s an increase 
over 118 million a year earlier.  That lifts the total reach of digital radio to 47% of the U.S. 12+ population. “It’s growing, 
whether through AM-FM channels that are going digital, or whether it’s the pureplays,” Triton CEO Neal Schore said.   He 
told the RAIN Summit that digital radio’s growth is making the pureplay mobile companies “a little nervous” since radio has 
a century of mobile heritage with thousands of local salespeople already on the job.  To keep up with growth in the space, 
Schore said Triton Digital will grow its payroll by 20% this year or about 60 employees.

A plea to broadcasters:  ‘Please register your audiences.’  A small number of radio companies encourage their online 
audiences to supply basic registration information, including Entercom and Clear Channel. But more need to follow their 
cue, according to Triton Digital president of market development John Rosso.  “For the love of God, please go out and 
register your listeners,” Rosso pleaded at yesterday’s RAIN Summit.  Despite talk about fusing sophisticated third party 
audience data into the buying equation, Rosso’s point was that most buyers are only looking for three simple metrics about 
online radio audiences: gender, age and location.  “If you collect those datapoints, it makes the job for those of us trying 
to sell the aggregations that much easier,” he said.

—  More coverage from the NAB Show in Las Vegas in tomorrow’s Inside Radio and at InsideRadio.com —
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With special speed team, Wheeler pledges media rules review will finish in two years. The Federal Communications 
Commission last week launched its latest quadrennial media ownership review, and with the 2010 proceeding not finished 
chairman Tom Wheeler is pledging to close out the new proceeding in two years.   In 
a letter to a group of lawmakers, Wheeler said he plans an “accelerated” rulemaking, 
acknowledging the last review “dragged on for far too long.”  He blames “significant and 
diverse concerns” among the commissioners, which has kept the media proceeding 
from coming to a vote since no report has won support of a majority.  Wheeler has 
ordered to have recommendations on his desk by June 30, 2016 and move to a vote 
as quickly as possible.   “We will set up a special team to assure the acceleration of 
this effort,” he tells Congress.   Despite a promise to move fast, Wheeler says the FCC 
will still use a “fact-based inquiry.”   The Media Bureau has recommended keeping 
current radio ownership limits in place, including FM/AM subcaps, but it’s signaled a willingness to abolish the radio-TV 
and radio-newspaper cross-ownership bans.
   

San Francisco stalemate as KOIT’s union fight goes public.  Negotiations between SAG-AFTRA and Entercom’s AC 
KOIT, San Francisco (96.5) have been bogged down for months and both sides spent two days with a federal mediator 
to try to reach some middle ground last week to no avail.   So the union is taking its message public with a “Save Local 
Radio” campaign targeting Entercom.  SAG-AFTRA contends that since Entercom bought KOIT in 2007 there have been 
job cuts and a heavier reliance on voice-tracking.   The union call it an “an anti-worker corporate agenda.”  It’s asking the 
public to sign a petition to support KOIT staffers.  But the real goal is likely to put pressure on Entercom.  The next sit 
down with the mediator is set for May 20.   In a statement, Entercom says it remains committed to reaching a deal on a 
“fair agreement” with five on-air talent.  “Suffice it to say, all of our full-time employees on KOIT have received increases in 
compensation in the recent past, and the company offered additional increases on the very day that SAG-AFTRA issued 
its press release,” the company said.

MLB radio flagships score Opening Day ratings homeruns.   It will be some time before Major League Baseball 
flagship stations and their affiliates get a final ratings reading on the 2014 season.  But the early indications from Nielsen 
are there’s no slowdown in the appeal of the sport to radio listeners.   For the first time Nielsen has quickly released to the 
market same-week audience data from select PPM markets.  It shows just how big Opening Day listening was.  
Nielsen data shows Cincinnati Reds flagship WLW (700) held onto its traditional spot at the top.  During the Reds’ opener 
against the St. Louis Cardinals, WLW pulled a 35.2 share (6+).  Among Men 25-54, the station had an even more sizable 
46.4 share.  Cards flagship “Newsradio 1120” KMOX had a still respectable 24.2 share (6+) and a 21.8 share among Men 
25-54.    Sports-crazed Pittsburgh lived up to its reputation as “93.7 The Fan” KDKA-FM saw its 6+ share soar to 26.9 
during an opener against the Chicago Cubs.  And “The Fan” had a 41.1 share among guys in the so-called “money demo.”   
Coming off a win in the 2013 World Series, the Boston Red Sox delivered for WEEI-FM (93.7) during its first game of the 
season against the Baltimore Orioles.  The Sox flagship had a 15.6 share 6+ and a 25.8 share among Men 25-54.  Nielsen 
says the data suggests that there’s not that big a difference to a flagship if the team’s opener is on the road — listeners 
show up in sizable numbers just as if they were playing on the home field.  “Baseball can draw big female audiences in 
certain markets,” the ratings company’s analysis says. It points out that San Francisco, Cincinnati, St. Louis and Pittsburgh 
all drew substantial shares among female fans on opening day.  By comparison, women were less enthused in Baltimore, 
Phoenix and Chicago.  The usual caveats about differences in game times still apply — radio typically pulls a smaller 
audience during night games.   

Inside Radio News Ticker…Joe Walsh adds New York duties…Salem news-talk “970 The Answer” WNYM, New York 
adds conservative talker Joe Walsh to its schedule, hosting a one-hour 5pm show.  It will serve as a warm up for Walsh who 
also hosts a show on Salem’s news-talk “560 The Answer” WIND, Chicago from 5-8pm CT.  Walsh, a former Congressman 
from the Chicago area, started his radio show in March 2013 – first in evenings and then moving to afternoon drive...Beck 
TV network adds 42 markets...Under a new deal with Cable One, the 11th largest cable operator in the U.S., Glenn Beck’s 
TheBlaze Television Network will be added to systems in 42 markets across 19 states, including Biloxi/Gulfport, Boise, 
Phoenix/Prescott, and Sioux City. Cable One VP Joe Felbab says the decision to add TheBlaze was based on customer 
requests.  The deal gives Beck distribution on 54 television providers nationwide, including seven of the top 30...SBE turns 
50...As engineers pour into Las Vegas this week for the NAB Show, the Society of Broadcast Engineers is marking its 50th 
anniversary.   The first meeting of the SBE was held in Chicago, at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, during the NAB convention in 
1964.  There were about 100 engineers who attended.  Today, SBE has more than 5,400 members in 114 chapters across 
the globe...People Moves...AGM brings a programmer into corporate HQ.   Read People Moves HERE.
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NATIONAL SALES MANGER - $100K+/YEAR - CHICAGO
Direct Media Power, Inc. the nation’s largest pay per call remnant 
media agency, is looking for a National Media Sales Manager that is 
able to successfully build their own book of business while effectively 
managing a sales team.  This is a radio sales dream job!  We represent 
1000s of radio stations in every market to the 
DR industry and produce revenue on a pay per 
call and/or cash upfront remnant basis.  There 
is no media company in the country that has 
the station avails that we have to sell!

The National Sales Manager will manage a team and work with 
a proven sales system from our Wood Dale, IL office and earn high 
income with no territory boundaries; if it is a business located in 
the US currently buying radio with a call to action it is a lead that is 
workable.  This individual must be highly motivated, goal-driven, and 
able to manage and motivate others. Applicants must have a minimum 
3-5 years of experience in media sales (radio or television).  Must be 
able to sell/close and have a true desire for success and growth! 

Don’t miss out on this opportunity, apply at: 
                www.directmediapower.com/careers.html         EOE

GM and GSMs are needed for high-profile Salem Markets in the 
midwest and south. If you have recently shown ability to grow 
revenue in non-rated formats, Salem could be your new career. We 
target the audience that wants a clean, upbeat listening experience.  
Your sales intensity and leadership will be rewarded as you succeed 
in top markets. If you are not afraid of pushing hard in a dynamic, 
rewarding environment, step up! Salem is where convergence happens 
between broadcast, digital, and publishing.  Show us your recent 
revenue accomplishments, email us:

Aley.Landstrom@salem.cc 
and reference this: GMMWS

EOE

MANAGEMENT CAREERS

MARKET MANAGER
Digity, LLC is an exciting new 

media company with radio 
stations across the country.  
We are looking for a small 

market manager for one of our 
Midwest markets.  If you are a 

sales oriented Market Manager 
or a Sales Manager ready to 
move up... we’d like to talk 

to you.  We appreciate people 
who can motivate a team, be 

a creative, hands-on seller, get 
involved in your community and 
provide exceptional leadership.  

If this sounds like you,  
please send a resume to:
 gpelletier@digity.me  

Equal Opportunity Employer

 

ACCOUNT MANAGER - SUMMIT MEDIA - BIRMINGHAM
Do you have a passion for sales?  Are you known for forging strong 
relationships?  Do you love to compete and win?

Summit Media is locally owned and wants the company AND YOU to 
grow!  We’re looking for a solid A+ salesperson to help clients on an 
existing list, selling The Eagle 106.9 (WBPT), Easy 97.3 (WEZZ) 
and Birmingham Mountain Radio.

We’re looking for a person with 3 or more years of sales experience, 
someone who enjoys the southeast. Birmingham is a vibrant, growing 
market, within driving distance of many major cities, and the beach!

We offer a solid list, a guarantee plus commission, 
and FUN in a non-corporate atmosphere! Microsoft 
Office experience a must.  If qualified, send info to: 
davis.hawkins@summitmediacorp.com
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Regional media company is 
expanding their regional sales 

team in New England.  Bundle 
and sell stations regionally 

with a local hands on feel and 
process.  Are you interested?

Send resume and contact 
info in confidence to: 

newenglandradio1@gmail.com
EOE

REGIONAL SELLER

PRODUCTION/IMAGING 
DIRECTOR - MILWAUKEE

102.9 The Hog seeks 
Production/Imaging Director.  

Excellent writing  
and production skills required.  

Great benefits.  

Send demo to:
 jcalgaro@1029thehog.com

E.O.E.
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